
 
 
 

White = InX (PIG DATA LINE)

Black = GND

Red = +5V

Green = GND

Yellow = +12 V (powers the board)

Blue = GND

White

Blue

RJ-12

6 pins:

Connecting the PIG PEN to the ALARM controller:

Use the PIG PEN’s RJ12 connection to wire the PIG PEN back to the alarm controller. The appropriate power (+5V, +12V) and ground should be taken from the Alarm controller. 

White = InX – this is the PIG data line and can connect to  IN1, IN3, IN5, IN7 or PIG1.

Each input from the controller must not have more than 50 pig inputs (I.e. maximum one pig pen per controller pin) with a maximum of 200 PIG inputs per controller.

The PIG PEN’s should be located as close as possible to the controller.

To controller

Alarm Controller

PIG PEN PIG PEN PIG PEN PIG PEN

1A 1B ……….…..…6A 6B   COMMON 7A 7B ….…………12A 12B

24B 24A .…….…19B 19A    COMMON 18B 18A …..….…13B 13A

The PIG PEN has 2 built in PIG 
relays (PIG 25A and 25B).

These can be used only with R3 
(programmable relays) firmware.

25A

25B
Jumpers are only on for the PIGs that are used.

Software set up
Bulk adding PIG Numbers to Advent.
Create a text file called lock.dat

I,<UNIT NO>,<CONTROLLER NO>,<PIG 
NO>,<A/B>, <disarmed relay>,<alarm relay>

For example, a pig for units 101 and 102 on ontroller
6 to trigger lighting relay 4 on that controller might be

I,101,6,1029378,A,4,0

I,102,6,1029378,B,4,0

In Advent go to Technician/Features and tick the box 
which says 'allow area/input download'. 

Then copy the file you created into where Storman 
creates the  lock.dat file. 

Advent will read in the inputs and they will  be added 
as areas and inputs appropriately.

Turn off the box which says 'allow area/input 
download'
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